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Abstract 
 
Temporal envelope processing in the human auditory cortex has an important role in 
language analysis. In this paper, depth recordings of local field potentials in response to 
amplitude modulated white noises were used to design maps of activation in primary, 
secondary and associative auditory areas and to study the propagation of the cortical 
activity between them. The comparison of activations between auditory areas was based on 
a signal-to-noise ratio associated with the response to amplitude modulation (AM). The 
functional connectivity between cortical areas was quantified by the directed coherence 
(DCOH) applied to auditory evoked potentials. This study shows the following 
reproducible results on twenty subjects: 1) the primary auditory cortex (PAC), the 
secondary cortices (secondary auditory cortex (SAC) and planum temporale (PT)), the 
insular gyrus, the Brodmann area (BA) 22 and the posterior part of T1 gyrus (T1Post) 
respond to AM in both hemispheres. 2) A stronger response to AM was observed in SAC 
and T1Post of the left hemisphere independent of the modulation frequency (MF), and in 
the left BA22 for MFs 8 and 16 Hz, compared to those in the right. 3) The activation and 
propagation features emphasized at least four different types of temporal processing. 4) A 
sequential activation of PAC, SAC and BA22 areas was clearly visible at all MFs, while 
other auditory areas may be more involved in parallel processing upon a stream originating 
from primary auditory area, which thus acts as a distribution hub. These results suggest that 
different psychological information is carried by the temporal envelope of sounds relative 
to the rate of amplitude modulation. 
 
Keywords - Amplitude modulation, Temporal envelope, Auditory cortex, Human, Hearing, 
Directed coherence. 
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Introduction 
The perception of speech involves several areas of the human cortex, most of them 
concentrated in the temporal lobe. However, due to the complex nature of speech, the 
underlying mechanisms of its perception are not yet clear. A way to address some of these 
mechanisms is to isolate the temporal components of vocalizations associated with speech. 
The classification of these components has now been clearly established: the fastest ones, 
above 100 Hz, code for a fundamental frequency called pitch (Smith et al., 2002), and the 
harmonics thereof define fine features like timbre or loudness. Temporal variations from 
~20 Hz up to 100 Hz determine sound periodicity (Rosen, 1992) also called periodicity 
pitch (Flanagan et al., 1960). They are associated with virtual pitch height (Burns et al., 
1976; Miller et al., 1948; Ritsma, 1962) and roughness (Pressnitzer et al., 1999; Terhardt, 
1974). The temporal envelope of speech usually features among the slowest amplitude 
modulations (AM) between 2 and about 50 Hz. They convey the sensations of tempos and 
rhythms (Drake et al., 1993; Fraisse, 1967; Friberg et al., 1995) and those which are most 
pronounced are associated with the syllabic cadency around 3-4 Hz (Houtgast et al., 1985; 
Steeneken et al., 1980). Thus, the temporal envelope is crucial for intelligibility of speech. 
This paper deals with the temporal envelope processing in the human auditory areas of 
the temporal lobe. The representation of temporal sound envelopes in the human auditory 
cortex has been extensively studied by means of sinusoidal amplitude modulated (AM) 
white noise stimuli. Such stimuli have wideband long-term power spectra and so they 
excite all auditory nerve fibers. In response to these stimuli, electroencephalographic 
analysis revealed oscillating electrical activity in the auditory brain areas (Pantev et al., 
1988; Picton et al., 1987). This activity is phase-locked with temporal amplitude variations 
and is observed when a sufficient number of neurons (around 510  to 710 ) are activated 
synchronously (Eggermont et al., 2002; Hämäläinen et al., 1993; Nunez, 1981). 
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Consequently, this oscillation almost perfectly reproduces the AM frequency but its 
amplitude varies with the recording location. Intracerebral recordings (stereo-
electroencephalography, SEEG (Bancaud et al., 1965; Talairach et al., 1974)) have revealed 
a visible response to temporal envelope in the following auditory areas (Liégeois-Chauvel 
et al., 2004): 
- Primary Auditory Cortex (PAC) 
- Secondary Auditory Cortex (SAC) 
- Posterior part of the Superior Temporal Gyrus (T1 Post) 
- Anterior part of the Superior Temporal Gyrus, i.e. Brodmann area 22 (BA22) 
- Planum Temporale (PT) 
- Insula 
- Sulcus between PAC and PT (Sulcus). 
The status of the Sulcus is controversial. Some studies found primary-like features 
(Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1994; Wallace et al., 2002) while others considered it as part of 
the lateral belt (Rademacher et al., 1993; Sweet et al., 2005). In addition to vestibular 
functions, the insular gyrus is partially involved in auditory processing (Braak, 1978; 
Galaburda et al., 1980; Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1991; Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1994; 
Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004; Morosan et al., 2001). Consistent with results reported in the 
literature, these reports showed or confirmed: 
- an encoding of amplitude modulation frequency in the human auditory cortex for 
modulation frequencies below 64 Hz, in agreement with a number of psychoacoustical 
studies, 
- a predominant response of auditory cortical areas to the low modulation frequencies (4-16 
Hz) known to be crucial for speech perception, 
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- differences in temporal resolution across human auditory cortical areas; the highest 
resolution is found in PAC and insula in both hemispheres, 
- no (clear) reproducible spatial mapping of modulation frequency within the human 
auditory cortex, but existence of specific neuron groups and functional maps for AM for 
several patients, 
- inter-hemispheric differences with the highest responses in left hemisphere for SAC and 
T1 Post areas; moreover, lower best modulation frequencies (BMFs) are reported more 
frequently in left T1 Post than in right T1 Post, and more frequently in right SAC than in 
left SAC. 
A complementary approach to the study of the response strength to AM relates to the 
dynamics of the processing, i.e. the evoked connectivity. To our knowledge, anatomical 
and functional connectivity in the human auditory cortex have rarely been studied. These 
two types of connectivity are not necessarily correlated, at least in animals (Eggermont et 
al., 1996). Concerning anatomical connectivity, most results derive from animal 
experiments whose anatomical framework is then extrapolated to human beings. The 
auditory cortex of the primate is subdivided into 3 areas whose corresponding areas in the 
human cortex are indicated in parenthesis. The core has similar primary-like features (PAC, 
possibly Sulcus) and is surrounded by a belt of fields (SAC (Wallace et al., 2002), possibly 
Sulcus), as well as a more lateral parabelt of fields at a third level of processing (PT (Sweet 
et al., 2005), possibly BA22 and T1Post). One has to note that although BA22 and T1Post 
areas are generally considered as parabelt areas based on their localization on the lateral 
temporal sulcus similar to that of parabelt areas in macaque, this has still to be confirmed 
by comparative architectonic studies as in (Sweet et al., 2005; Wallace et al., 2002). In any 
case, most studies have shown that auditory information may be distributed from the core 
areas to surrounding belts that relay information to parabelt regions (for review, (Kaas et 
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al., 2000; Kaas et al., 1999)). Anatomical connectivity in human beings has been studied on 
post-mortem human brains by use of tracer injections (Galuske et al., 1999; Mesulam, 
1979; Rivier et al., 1997; Tardif et al., 2001), which prevents observation of the 
propagation of evoked activity in vivo. Connectivity from the PAC to SAC and PT has 
generally been observed (Tardif et al., 2001). 
In the human auditory cortex, functional connectivity can be deduced from latencies of 
EEG components (Godey et al., 2001; Pantev et al., 1995; Schwartz, 1998; Yoshiura et al., 
1995; Yvert et al., 2005; Yvert et al., 2002) or from direct electrical stimulation (Brugge et 
al., 2003; Howard et al., 2000; Penfield et al., 1963). Using clicks or short tone bursts, the 
source of middle latencies (13-75ms) was found in medial Heschl’s Gyrus (HG) with a 
postero-anterior and medio-lateral propagation of activity until the Sulcus, PT and possibly 
anterior part of T1Post. The source for very long latency (>150ms) components was found 
in PT and BA22. In one case study, direct electrical stimulation of HG resulted in auditory 
evoked potentials (AEPs) in an area that overlapped with the T1Post area (Howard et al., 
2000) and the BA22 area (Brugge et al., 2003). These latter areas also exhibited longer time 
constants than HG. These results suggest that the PT, BA22 and T1Post areas receive a 
corticocortical input either directly or indirectly from HG. 
Functional connectivity can also be detected by signal analysis tools such the Directed 
Coherence (Saito et al., 1981). Directed Coherence (DCOH) has been widely used with 
EEG and AEP data especially by Takigawa and his team, for studies of light therapy 
(Takigawa, 1988), connections between cerebral hemispheres (Wang et al., 1992a; Wang et 
al., 1992b), links between the frontal and the occipital cortices for alpha rhythm (Wang et 
al., 2002), in epileptic patients (Takigawa et al., 1996), functional interactions between 
cortical areas for rats under methamphetamine (Takigawa et al., 2000), and influence of 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (Jing et al., 2000; Jing et al., 2001a; Jing et al., 2001b). In 
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a previous case study (Guéguin et al., 2006), Directed Coherence was applied to depth 
recorded AEPs in response to amplitude modulated white noise, mainly showing 
unidirectional functional connection from the primary to secondary auditory cortex, major 
auditory propagation from the posterior areas to the anterior ones, particularly at 8, 16, and 
32 Hz, and a particular role of Heschl’s Sulcus in dispatching information to the different 
auditory areas. 
In the present study, we extend the results of (Guéguin et al., 2006; Liégeois-Chauvel et 
al., 2004). We use the same type of SEEG recordings, also called local field potentials 
(LFPs). In addition to the mapping of responses in (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004), we 
compare for each MF the response strength to AM by introducing a dimensionless quantity, 
i.e., the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) associated with the observed oscillations, allowing us 
to pool data over MFs and subjects. 
Similarly to (Guéguin et al., 2006), we also use the Directed Coherence algorithm to 
provide causality estimates between auditory evoked potentials. However, because of the 
larger database (20 subjects versus 4), we are able to measure significant reproducible 
activation streams across subjects. We also combine both SNR and DCOH measures over 
the entire database of subjects that result in global schemes of temporal envelope 
processing in human auditory cortex. By combining SNR and DCOH, we also show that at 
least four different types of processing occur in different MF bands (<8 Hz, 8/16 Hz, 32/64 
Hz, and > 64 Hz). 
Materials and methods 
Patients and stimuli 
Details of the protocol may be found in (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004). Twenty 
epileptic patients suffering from partial refractory epilepsy were implanted with chronic 
SEEG electrodes (Bancaud et al., 1965), (Talairach et al., 1988) in various cortical 
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structures for surgery exploration. They were informed about the research protocol during 
SEEG and gave their fully informed consent for participating in this study. All clinical 
investigations have been conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration 
of Helsinki. Anatomical localization of each lead was based on a stereotaxic method 
described in previous studies (e.g. (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1991; Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 
2004; Talairach et al., 1988)). We only considered leads in or near auditory areas for our 
study. They are represented in Fig. 1. The auditory areas considered in this study are those 
mentioned in the Introduction. A total of 209 leads in the right (9 patients) or left (11 
patients) auditory cortex were available in the whole database. 
(insert Fig. 1 here) 
Stimuli were 1-second long sinusoidal-amplitude-modulated white noise at frequencies 
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 Hz and a modulation depth of 100 %. 
Cortical responses 
Between 50 and 100 LFPs for each lead and each MF were recorded at 1 kHz sampling 
frequency. AEPs are the stimulus triggered averages of the LFPs (Picton et al., 1974) for 
each lead and each MF. In the LFPs and the AEPs, only time windows showing clear 
oscillations and absence of transient responses were considered. This resulted in time 
intervals of either [200;1000] ms or [250;1000] ms according to the lead chosen. 
A typical AEP in response to AM noise (and a fortiori each LFP) consists of a transient 
response after the stimulus, followed by a sustained oscillating response (Fig. 3 in 
(Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004)). We did not observe any decrease in sustained response 
strength over time after AM noise onset or with stimulus repetition.  
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Signal to noise ratio estimation for AM response 
For each lead and a given MF, we estimate the SNR for the oscillating activity 
associated with the MF. For this we need an estimate of the response strength to AM based 
on the oscillation amplitude, and an estimate of the background EEG activity at the MF. 
Relative to the response strength to AM, we estimate the Power Spectral Density (PSD) 
γ  of a cortical response using cross-products of LFPs spectra, so that 
∑ ∑
= ≠=−=
p
k
p
kjj
jk fXfX
pp
f
1 ,1
)(*)( )()(
)1(
1)(γˆ . (1) 
where p is the number of LFPs for this lead, f is the frequency, )()( fX k is the Fourier 
transform of the k-th LFP )()( tx k  and * denotes conjugate operator. We have 
)(ˆ
1
1)()(
1
)(ˆ * f
p
fXfX
p
pf Cγγ −−−=  where )( fX  denotes the Fourier transform of the 
AEP )(tx , and )()(1)(ˆ )(
1
*)( fXfX
p
f k
p
k
k
C ∑
=
=γ  is the classical PSD estimate associated to 
the lead. Consequently, $( )fγ  is real. An important point is that in Eq.(1), the cross-
products of LFPs spectra dramatically decrease the asynchronous background activity in 
the LFPs. This, to a certain extent, $( )fγ  allows us to abolish the background cortical 
response that has no relation with temporal envelope processing. This approach has been 
shown to be very robust compared to numerous other denoising techniques (Gourévitch et 
al., 2004). 
The second step of SNR computation is the estimation of the PSD ˆNγ  of the 
background EEG activity at the MF. Since the spontaneous EEG activity is not available in 
our study, we obtain ˆNγ  by subtracting the AEP x  from each LFP ( )jx , which gives after 
Fourier transform: 
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( ) ( )∑
=
−−=
p
k
kk
N fXfXfXfXp
f
1
)(*)( )()()()(1)(γˆ . (2) 
Then, we slightly smooth out the noise PSD estimation by carrying out a spline 
interpolation around the MF to take into account the residual oscillation possibly present in 
)()()( fXfX k − . In all auditory areas, this EEG activity without oscillation has a low-pass 
spectrum.  
Finally, let 0f  be the frequency of the spectral peak closest to the MF in 
$( )fγ . We 
then estimate the SNR for the EEG oscillating activity for each lead and the given MF by 
$
$
0
10
0
( )10log
( )N
fSNR
f
γ
γ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
. (3) 
The PSDs γˆ , ˆNγ  and Cγˆ , the oscillation amplitude estimation and the SNR computation in 
the case of an AM at 16 Hz are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 (insert Fig. 2 here) 
DCOH – information flow estimation between two leads 
We also want to estimate the flow between the neuron groups associated to two leads for 
a given MF mf . For this purpose, we use the DCOH estimate. A bivariate AR model 
(ARX) is considered between two signals X and Y and described by the vectorial model  
1
( )
( ) ( ) 0( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) 0( ) ( )
( )
xp
xx xy xx xs
s
yx yy ys yyk
y
W t
a k a k b bX t X t k
W t
a k a k b bY t Y t k
W t=
⎡ ⎤−⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥= +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑  (4) 
where variables ijb , { }, , ,i j x s y∈  are weight factors, 0i jE WW⎡ ⎤ =⎣ ⎦ , { }, , ,i j x s y∈ , i j≠  
and variance [ ] 1iV W = , { }, ,i x s y∈ . Discrete Fourier transform of the eq (4) gives the 
spectral equivalent model 
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. (6) 
ijH , { }, , ,i j x s y∈  are the transfer functions of the system. The DCOH estimate of the 
linear feedback from yW  to X is 
2
, ,
( )
( )
( )
xy
XY
xj
j x s y
H f
DCOH f
H f
=
= ∑  (7) 
The property  
2 2 2 1XX XY XSDCOH DCOH DCOH+ + =  (8) 
shows that the power spectral density of X is composed of contributions from yW , sW  and 
xW . 
    Recalling that { }1i j i jE WW =⎡ ⎤ =⎣ ⎦ , the residual power matrix 0P  may be written 
2 2
0 2 2
.
.
xx xy xx xs xs ys
yx yy xs ys yy ys
b b b b
P
b b b b
ε ε
ε ε
⎡ ⎤+⎡ ⎤= = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 (9) 
where ijε  is the covariance between the residual of components i and j. To solve this 
underdetermined system ( xy yxε ε= ) and estimate the weight factors, Wang and Yunokuchi 
(Wang et al., 2002) have proposed to add the condition 
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yyxx
xs ys
bb
b b
= . (10) 
We then obtain 
1 xyxx xx
xx yy
b
εε ε ε
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⋅⎝ ⎠
 (11) 
1 xyyy yy
xx yy
b
εε ε ε
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⋅⎝ ⎠
 (12) 
xy
xs xx
xx yy
b
εε ε ε= ⋅ ⋅  (13) 
xy
ys yy
xx yy
b
εε ε ε= ⋅ ⋅ . (14) 
xsb  and ysb  are chosen with the same arbitrary sign if 0xyε > , of from opposite arbitrary 
signs otherwise. This condition may be a drawback for biomedical signals but it is 
generally well accepted. Computation details of the ARX model are given in (Wang et al., 
2002). The order for the ARX model is often determined by a criterion like Akaike 
(Takigawa et al., 1996). In this study, the model order is chosen so that the ARX power 
spectra of X and Y reflect most accurately the peak at the modulation frequency in X and Y 
power spectral densities estimated by FFT (Fig. 2). An order of 70 was finally chosen. 
The study is carried out on the AEPs associated with each lead. The information flow 
)( mXY fC  from one lead Y to another lead X at the MF mf  is estimated by the quantity  
)()( mXYmXY fDCOHfC =  (15) 
that ranges between 0 and 1 and is called the DCOH value in the following to simplify 
notations. The previous process is summarized Fig. 3. 
(insert Fig. 3 here) 
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Connectivity between two auditory areas 
In order to emphasize the reproducibility of results across subjects, the significant 
causality between two areas A and B is estimated as follows: for each subject, all the 
possible DCOH values between each lead of area A and each lead of area B are computed 
(in both directions). The set of DCOH values from A to B are then merged over all subjects 
implanted in A and B. We obtain a sample paired with the set of DCOH values from the 
reciprocal direction B to A. The sample of values from A to B is then compared to the 
sample of values from B to A by a unilateral Wilcoxon test at risk 10% in both directions 
(are causalities from A to B greater than those from B to A and reciprocally?). If the 
Wilcoxon test shows that a causality relation (say from A to B) is significantly higher than 
the reciprocal relation (from B to A), the sample mean of DCOH values from A to B is 
considered as a strength measure for the causality. This is called the causality coefficient. 
Our methodology results in keeping significantly preferred directions rather than a high 
value of DCOH for which we do not really know a significance threshold. 
Results 
Compared responses between areas 
Background activity levels ( )(ˆ 0fNγ , see methods) in each area were fairly similar, 
except in left SAC, and T1Post in both hemispheres for MFs 4 and 8 Hz, where a slightly 
higher value was observed. Even if there is a high variability of SNR in each area, the 
comparison of values between areas reveals some interesting trends in the hierarchy of 
responses of the auditory areas for each MF (Fig. 4).  
(insert Fig. 4 here) 
In the right hemisphere, PAC (4, 32, 64 Hz, all p-values of the Mann-Whitney U test 
(Mann et al., 1947) between PAC and other areas are <0.05, except for PT 4 Hz, p=0.09) 
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and Sulcus (4, 8, 16, 64 and 128 Hz) show the highest SNR. In particular, the Sulcus 
showed very remarkable values, close to the maximum values over all areas at MFs equal 
to 8, 16 and 128 Hz. This would suggest an important role for this region, which is a 
transition area between the PAC and the PT, for these MFs. In contrast, SAC does not show 
significantly lower measures than PAC in the left hemisphere (p>0.33 for all MFs, Mann-
Whitney test), i.e. SAC often responds as strong as or even stronger than PAC. 
Furthermore, SAC and T1Post areas clearly show stronger activities in the left hemisphere 
than in the right (Fig. 4abc) for MFs up to 32 Hz (SAC: p<0.05 for MFs 4 to 32 Hz except 
p=0.13 for MF=8Hz, T1Post: p<0.05 for MFs 4 to 32 Hz). A small part of the hemispheric 
difference for the SAC and T1Post is also explained by the lower background activity 
recorded in the left hemisphere compared to the right one for low MFs. On the other hand, 
the background activity spectrum is somewhat similar for all areas except left SAC and 
T1Post in both hemispheres, where activity for frequencies below 16 Hz is generally 
stronger and shows more variability than in other areas. This may also indicate that some 
kind of parallel processing occurs in these areas. To summarize, the predominance of the 
primary area in response to AM was confirmed in the right hemisphere whereas SAC and 
T1Post may play a role as important as PAC in the left hemisphere for low MFs from 4 to 
16 Hz. We also notice high SNRs recorded in left BA22 at 8 and 16 Hz compared to the 
right BA22 (p-value < 0.03). 
In general, the Insula shows higher SNRs for high MFs in both hemispheres (p<0.05 for 
MFs ≥32 Hz against MFs ≤16 Hz for both hemispheres, except MF 128 Hz against MF 16 
Hz (both hemispheres) and MF 128 Hz against MF 8 Hz (left hemisphere)), likely playing a 
more important role in temporal envelope processing when the MF increases. 
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Connectivity between auditory areas 
Detailed results are only illustrated for MFs 16 and 32 Hz. Results for other MFs are 
included in the global schemes of temporal envelope processing in the final paragraph of 
the results section. For all pairs of areas available, table 1 gives the average of DCOH 
values for MFs 16 Hz and 32 Hz in both hemispheres, i.e. the causality coefficients. 
Significant relations (see methods section) are emphasized in bold. 
(insert Table 1 here) 
For each MF and hemisphere, a graph of propagation for the response is extracted from 
the bold values (example for the left hemisphere in Fig. 5). 
(insert Fig. 5 here) 
The distribution of DCOH values and causality coefficients for all areas, hemispheres and 
MFs is shown Fig. 6. Above 0.55, causality coefficients are mainly significant and they are 
always significant above 0.7 (Fig. 6b). 
(insert Fig. 6 here) 
The mean of the causality coefficients involving leads in the left hemisphere (0.477) is not 
significantly different (bilateral Mann-Whitney test, p=0.63) from the mean in the right 
hemisphere (0.497). However, the proportion of significant causality coefficients among all 
causality coefficients is higher in the right hemisphere (38.2%) than in the left (31.8%) and 
the mean of the significant causality coefficients is also significantly higher (unilateral 
Mann-Whitney test, p<10-3) in the right hemisphere (0.694) than in the left (0.61). This 
strongly suggests a higher variability of the direction of propagation flows and more 
bidirectional flows among subjects with recording electrodes implanted in the left 
hemisphere. 
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Similar processing between MFs 
We are now looking for sets of MFs that generate similar responses or connectivity 
graphs in auditory areas. In regards to the responses to AM, we compute the average L2 
distance between sets of SNR values obtained at each MF of each hemisphere  (Fig. 4ab) 
(see materials and methods section). Regarding the connectivity during AM, we evaluate 
the “distance” between two graphs of propagation (like the one represented in Fig. 5) as 
follows: in the tables of causality relations such as those related in table 1, we sum the 
absolute values of cell differences between two tables normalized by the number of pairs of 
areas concerned with a causality relation. This results in a semi-metric distance between 
two graphs, bounded by [0,1] and that can be seen as a variation rate between two graphs. 
For responses to AM and connectivity during AM stimulation, a hierarchical clustering 
(Aldenderfer et al., 1984; Everitt, 1978; Johnson et al., 1998) is subsequently applied on 
these distances showing the putative similarities in the envelope processing between each 
MF and hemisphere (Fig.7). 
(insert Fig. 7 here) 
In both hemispheres, stimuli with MFs 32 and 64 Hz generate similar SNRs in all areas, 
as well as similar connectivity graphs. The same phenomenon occurs for MFs of 8 and 16 
Hz except for their connectivity graphs in the left hemisphere. These results, for both SNRs 
and connectivity graphs, strongly suggest that temporal envelope processing is somewhat 
similar for MFs 32 and 64 Hz, as well as for 8 and 16 Hz. Interestingly, there is a clear 
discrepancy of SNRs and connectivity graphs between left and right hemispheres. Indeed, 
only configurations involving the same hemisphere can initially be lumped together. 
Results related to MF 128 Hz are unclear but SNR levels or connectivity graphs at this MF 
are clearly different from those at MFs 32 or 64 Hz. The MF 4 Hz seems to induce a 
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distinct kind of temporal processing since SNRs or connectivity graphs at the MF 4 Hz in 
both hemispheres are very different from those at any other MF.  
Schemes of temporal envelope processing in the human auditory cortex 
Given the results concerning connectivity and response levels, we are now able to 
propose schemes of temporal processing for MFs from 4 Hz to 128 Hz (Fig. 8). 
Considering the similarities between SNRs and connectivity graphs previously emphasized, 
the results for MFs 8 and 16 Hz have been gathered for both hemispheres, as well as those 
for 32 and 64 Hz. 
(insert Fig. 8 here) 
At MF 4 Hz, in the right hemisphere, the PAC and Sulcus show the best responses, and 
activity seems to propagate from these areas towards the secondary areas (PT and SAC) 
and then towards BA22, and generally from the antero-medial part of the auditory cortex to 
its posterior and lateral parts. The left hemisphere shows no such clear pattern. In both 
hemispheres, the Insula and BA22 show little response.  
At MFs 8 and 16 Hz, schemes are very different from those at MF 4 Hz and there are 
some clear hemispheric differences for the response of the SAC. In the right hemisphere, 
Sulcus shows the strongest response, and activity appears to propagate from Sulcus to PAC, 
then to secondary areas and finally to BA22 and T1post areas. In contrast, in the left 
hemisphere, the SAC shows the best response. The origin of the response might be the SAC 
area in this hemisphere, which is quite unexpected. PAC and T1Post, then BA22 and PT, 
and finally Insula are subsequently activated. 
At MFs 32 and 64 Hz, the role of the insula increases. PAC shows the best response in 
both hemispheres, along with SAC in the left hemisphere and Sulcus in the right. A strong 
hemispheric difference remains for SAC that has little response in the right hemisphere 
relative to other areas. T1Post may be less active than for lower MFs. In the right 
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hemisphere, the activity originates from PAC and Insula and then propagates to Sulcus, 
SAC, PT and T1Post, and finally to the BA22 area. In the left hemisphere, BA22 and PT 
seem to be the final destinations of the activity. 
Finally, at a MF of 128 Hz, the schemes in both hemispheres are somewhat similar with 
those found at 8 and 16 Hz, except that activity does not seem to originate from the SAC 
but from the PAC in the left hemisphere. 
Connectivity within the right PAC 
For subject M, the exceptional mapping of the right PAC allows us to distinguish the 
anterior and posterior parts of PAC and PT. Following the same methodology as previously 
used, except that amplitude values are shown instead of ranks, the introduction of these 
sub-areas in the data exclusively from subject M gives some finer propagation maps (Fig. 
9). These maps complete those found in (Guéguin et al., 2006), adding information about 
the amplitude of the response. The amplitude of the response is estimated with )(ˆ 0fγ  
(see methods section). In this section, only data with significant causality coefficients 
higher than 0.6 were used. 
(insert Fig. 9 here) 
The overall results in this subject are consistent with the results obtained for the entire 
database and those described in (Guéguin et al., 2006). The propagation scheme is not clear 
at MF 4 Hz but the antero-lateral part of PAC is the most active part of PAC and activity 
propagates to the posterior part of PAC and Sulcus. There is also a clear propagation from 
SAC to BA22. 
At MFs 8 Hz and 16 Hz, Sulcus shows the strongest response with antero-medial part of 
PAC. Activity seems to originate from Sulcus and propagates to PAC, then PT and finally 
to SAC and BA22. At MFs 32 Hz and 64 Hz, the antero-lateral part of PAC shows the 
strongest response but activity seems to originate from the posterior section of the PAC.  It 
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then propagates to SAC, Sulcus and PT and then to BA22. At MF 128 Hz, the response is 
very poor but the propagation scheme seems similar to the one obtained for MF 64 Hz. The 
strength of causality links is generally lower though. 
Interestingly, the receiving lead often shows weaker response to AM than the sending 
lead. Actually, a high response level for an area is somewhat correlated, though not 
perfectly, to the fact that the area is a source of activity (PAC, Sulcus 8 and 16 Hz). For 
instance, we found some fairly strong flows from the insular cortex (8 Hz) or the postero-
medial part of the PAC (32 Hz) to the antero-lateral part of the PAC, whereas this latter 
shows stronger response to AM in both cases (Fig. 9). These examples remain rare though, 
since flows were more often found (84%) to be from leads of stronger response to AM to 
leads of weaker response than in the opposite direction, among all MFs and subjects. 
 
Discussion 
 
An exceptional sample of depth recordings in the human auditory cortex allowed us to 
observe the cortical processing of temporal envelope through sound stimulation with AM 
noise. Despite the inherent limitations of such protocols (limited number of MFs, short 
recording sessions), we used SNR and DCOH measures to propose a general scheme of 
responses and activation streams associated with amplitude modulation processing, 
unifying and adding new results to the study of strength of the response to AM in 
(Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004) and the causality between areas on four subjects in 
(Guéguin et al., 2006): at first, our methodology emphasizes that at least four different 
types of processing occur (<8 Hz, 8/16 Hz, 32/64 Hz, and > 64 Hz). Even simple stimuli 
such as AM noises involve core, belt and parabelt auditory areas. In agreement with 
(Guéguin et al., 2006), a hierarchical stream from PAC to SAC to BA22 is visible for all 
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MFs and hemispheres. In contrast, PT, T1Post and Insula appear to be involved in parallel 
processing. The right hemisphere is clearly involved in temporal processing as well as the 
left hemisphere, even if SNR is generally higher in SAC and T1Post areas (all MFs) and 
BA22 (MFs 8 and 16 Hz) in the left hemisphere than in the right. Activities in other areas 
seem comparable in both hemispheres. Among the new results, we noticed that in general, 
schemes of propagation are correlated with the strength of the response to AM, i.e. the 
stream moves from one area to a second area showing lower response. The schemes are 
often clearer in the right hemisphere than in the left.  
Methodological issues 
Most problems about the methodology and the interpretation of results in a study like 
ours essentially stem from three main reasons: 1) physiologically, the complexity of the 
human brain is only sparsely represented by the small number of recording sites in depth 
EEG; 2) the interpretation of DCOH remains controversial. Moreover, several other 
causality measures have been proposed recently; 3) we work with human subjects, whose 
implantations were only based on neurological evaluation preliminary to surgery and 
independent of the present study (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004). Thus, the set of 
implantations is extremely different between subjects and raise some statistical issues. 
Physiological biases 
The temporal features of a recording site may be biased by other local properties since 
each field is not a functionally uniform area. The best known topographic organization is a 
clear progression of frequency sensitivity (from low to high) along the anterolateral to 
posteromedial axis of the HG, i.e. within the PAC (Galaburda et al., 1980; Rademacher et 
al., 1993). Insula and SAC also exhibit such topography, but not necessarily along the same 
axis (Talavage et al., 2004). Nevertheless, spectral and temporal tuning are generally 
considered largely independent. (Langner et al., 1997) in humans (MEG), (Hose et al., 
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1987) in the mynah bird (multiunits), and (Schulze et al., 2002) in Mongolian gerbil 
(optical imaging) found a possible organization of BMFs orthogonal to the frequency 
tonotopic organization. Studies in rat cortex using multiunit recordings (Kilgard et al., 
1999) or in humans using fMRI  (Giraud et al., 2000) did not find such organization. In any 
case, no relation between frequency and temporal tuning was emphasized in these studies. 
In this paper, we associate a recording site to an auditory area but we are aware that 
each site only represents one possible temporal feature found in the area. Each area may 
exhibit TMTFs that were not actually recorded. This is an inherent limitation of the 
EEG/SEEG recordings. However, unlike case studies, our study takes advantage of a large 
database (20 patients) featuring at least 10 recording sites in each auditory area (except left 
PT and sulcus). Given the spatially random sampling, we hope that the set of TMTFs 
observed in a given area is representative of most temporal features of this area. 
Unfortunately, no data was available in the left Sulcus, but results in the right one seemed 
intriguing enough to us to study it as a separate area on its own. Further investigation in the 
left Sulcus is clearly required. 
Another physiological bias relates to the variability of the grey matter volume between 
subjects. Except PT, which is usually larger in the left hemisphere than in the right 
(Galaburda et al., 1978), no significant asymmetry of the other auditory areas has been 
reported to our knowledge. However, it is possible to find a particular asymmetry on one or 
several subjects since there is a natural variability of the size of the areas, especially the 
primary auditory cortex (Leonard et al., 1998; Penhune et al., 1996; Rademacher et al., 
1993; Rademacher et al., 2001). Interhemispheric differences in volume may induce some 
differences in activation and therefore may provide misleading results for amplitude and 
connectivity. Again, if it is impossible to prevent the variability of auditory areas between 
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subjects; at least our methodology is designed to emphasize reproducible schemes of 
propagation among patients (see methods “Connectivity between two auditory areas”). 
Choice and interpretation of the DCOH 
The most widely used methods for modeling an information flow between two or more 
signals are based on multivariate autoregressive (ARX) models inspired by the Granger 
causality, i.e. using a model of prediction of X(t) from a linear combination of all available 
past information for X(t) and Y(t) (Ashley et al., 1980; Granger, 1969; Sims, 1972). Several 
spectral causality indicators were derived from this theoretical framework, producing an 
evaluation of a correlation between the observed SEEG of a lead and the past SEEG of 
another lead, for every periodic component of the SEEG. The main methods introduced are 
the Geweke measures, (Geweke, 1982; Geweke, 1984), the Directed Coherence (Saito et 
al., 1981), the Directed Transfer Function (Kaminski et al., 1991; Korzeniewska et al., 
2003) and the Partial Direct Coherence (Sameshima, 1999)). 
Among all these previous methods, the PDC seems to be the best theoretical framework 
for causality estimation between a multivariate set of signals, especially when looking for 
direct connectivity relations between auditory areas. However, firstly, too many parameters 
are simultaneously required in this multidimensional model (as in the DTF method) when 
we use 24 channels for patient M for example. Secondly, unlike PDC, the approach of the 
DCOH takes into account an additional common source of noise observed in both signals X 
and Y . The model cleverly considers the common part of X and Y as all other detected 
activities, which decorrelates the processes seen as the sources of X and Y. Indeed, due to 
the obvious subsampled nature of the mapping of these recordings, it is impossible to 
consider an exhaustive model of all neuron groups having possible interactions with X and 
Y. When there is a common source between two signals, and this hypothesis seems 
reasonable to us in our study due to volume conduction and proximity of recording sites, 
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simulations showed that PDC takes that source into account leading to biased estimates of 
i) the frequency and ii) the strength of the causality link (see Model 2 in (Gourévitch et al., 
2006). This latter paper also contains a review of methods for detecting causality between 
signals). 
The linearity of the model may also be questioned. The ARX models are primarily 
mathematical models more so than physiological models. Nevertheless, linearity may be 
envisaged when signals are recorded in nearby cortical sites between which transfer 
functions are assumed to be quite simple. The transfer functions between two areas may 
indeed depend on the anatomical distance between these areas, which may have a dramatic 
influence on the significance of DCOH values. 
Statistical issues 
The purpose of the implantations was definitely the detection of epilepsy sources in the 
patient, and the mapping of the auditory cortex for each patient is thus sparse and clinical 
case-dependent. Since only a few auditory areas were implanted in each subject, it seemed 
impossible to extrapolate global results involving all auditory areas from one or several 
individual studies. Concerning TMTFs, the use of SNR – a dimensionless quantity – 
allowed us to aggregate results over several patients whereas the oscillation amplitude used 
in the previous study (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004) did not. Concerning connectivity 
between auditory areas, we paid particular attention to define a methodology that allowed 
us to gather results for all subjects: our choice was to emphasize the significant preferred 
schemes of propagation between two areas by comparing the measures in one direction 
(obtained over all available subjects) to the measures in the opposite direction. One has to 
notice that finding a high causality coefficient in the two directions remains quite rare, and 
appears even impossible for values >0.7. This methodology is also independent from the 
measure used insofar as DCOH could be replaced by any other causality measure. But, 
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above all, this methodology avoids the choice of a significance threshold for DCOH values, 
which remains an open debate. Schnider et al. suggested in 1989 to consider 
0.1XYDCOH >  as a significant link between two channels (Spectral Causality Criterion, 
(Schnider et al., 1989)). Probably because the cortical responses of our study exhibit 
oscillations, most DCOH values were much higher than 0.1 (Fig. 6a). 
Response to AM compared between auditory areas 
The SNR is not sufficient to clearly emphasize tuning properties of neuronal groups, 
due to the low-pass shape of the spectrum of the background cortical activity. However, at 
a given MF, it is well suited to compare values between areas and patients, and thus sketch 
out the hierarchy between all auditory areas of both hemispheres, even if few areas were 
implanted in each patient. This analysis was not performed in our previous study (Liégeois-
Chauvel et al., 2004). 
The new main results concern the higher SNRs found for SAC and T1Post in the left 
hemisphere for MFs between 4 and 16 Hz (Fig. 4abc). Only the hemispheric difference of 
BMFs was found in (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004). The SAC is known to be activated by 
amplitude modulation (Giraud et al., 2000) and speech syllables (Zatorre et al., 1992). Its 
anterior section responds to pitch (MEG studies in (Gutschalk et al., 2004; Krumbholz et 
al., 2003)). The left SAC is sensitive to delay-and-add noise (Griffiths et al., 1998a). 
Consistent with this last study, Liégeois-Chauvel (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004) found the 
SAC to be more selective in the left hemisphere, as BMFs are higher than in the right 
hemisphere. This last result also has to be put side by side with the study of (Giraud et al., 
2000) showing that SAC produced a larger response to high MFs (64, 128, 256 Hz) than to 
low MFs (4, 8, 16 Hz) in the left hemisphere. Thus, the hemispheric differences found in 
our study (Fig. 4c) and those previously cited suggest an important role for the left SAC in 
temporal envelope processing. 
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High variance of SNR in the T1Post in both hemispheres suggests that only part of the 
area responds to temporal envelope modulation. In fact, the T1Post has numerous 
specializations such as perceptual speech analysis (Binder et al., 1997; Steinschneider et al., 
1999; Zatorre et al., 1996a), melody (Griffiths et al., 1998a) or musical imagery (Zatorre et 
al., 1996b). The highest SNRs found in the left hemisphere may corroborate the results of 
Fiez et al. who found that left T1Post was more highly activated by speech processing 
(words presentation or verb generation, (Fiez et al., 1996)). The results concerning SNR in 
the left hemisphere might also be in agreement with the study of Howard et al. showing 
that T1Post is activated by slower temporal stimuli than the PAC (Howard et al., 2000). To 
a certain extent, the BA22 also shows higher SNRs for MFs 8 and 16 Hz in the left 
hemisphere (Fig. 4ab). These frequencies are slightly above the syllabic rate (~3-4 Hz, 
(Houtgast et al., 1985; Steeneken et al., 1980)) and thus suggest some additional properties 
of the BA22 area that may not be restricted to the role of Wernicke’s area (posterior left 
BA22) in language processing and word detection (Karbe et al., 1995). In general, the 
previous results about SAC, T1Post and BA22 support the hypothesis that the left 
hemisphere is more specialized in temporal variation analysis, even those which are not 
related to speech (Jamison et al., 2006). In contrast, we did not observe any significant 
asymmetry for temporal processing in PAC as was observed for tones in (Devlin et al., 
2003). We also have to point out that secondary and associative auditory areas generate 
sustained activities (oscillations), contrary to recent results showing that transient responses 
to continuous environmental sounds or noise bursts might be more predominant in “belt” 
areas (Harms et al., 2002; Harms et al., 2005; Seifritz et al., 2002). 
Another new result is the higher SNR observed in Insula in both hemispheres when MF 
increases (Fig. 4ab). Several BMFs at 16 or 32 Hz found in the insular cortex (unpublished 
observations) might suggest a better temporal resolution than previously thought. This 
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result is in agreement with the responses to high MFs found in the insula of the squirrel 
monkey (Bieser et al., 1996). Even if this area seems of particular interest, the functional 
knowledge about the insula is very limited. Some vestibular functions have been identified 
(Bottini et al., 1994) but the insula is also involved in speech, since electrical stimulation 
can provoke hypoacousis or cessation of speech (Ostrowsky et al., 2000). An effect of 
volume conduction of electrical signals from PAC is not likely to explain findings in the 
insula. Indeed, we found only a small causality values between PAC and insula as well as 
less significant links for all MFs between these two areas than between PAC and SAC for 
instance (table 1 and Fig. 8). The highest temporal resolution found in PAC and insula is 
also clearly not related to the spectral profile of the background activity since we found it to 
be somewhat similar between auditory areas above 16 Hz. 
Schemes of temporal envelope processing as a function of the MF 
Preliminary to the discussion, one must notice here that flows found in the study cannot 
be clearly considered as direct or indirect links. However, it is likely that auditory 
processing is organized relative to the localization of the areas in the auditory cortex. For 
instance, a flow between SAC and BA22 is likely not the result of a link SAC – PAC – 
BA22.  
We take advantage of our larger database compared to (Guéguin et al., 2006) to study 
the correlation between the direction of a flow between two areas and the amplitude 
gradient between them. Interestingly, the schemes in Fig. 8, but above all those of subject 
M (Fig. 9) showed that flows were more often found to be flowing from leads with a 
stronger response to AM to leads with a weaker response than in the opposite direction. An 
influence of volume conduction may partly explain this result but it may also reflect the 
existence of streams from large unspecialized groups of neurons towards smaller 
specialized groups generating lower AEP amplitudes. 
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Based on a larger database, the current study clearly confirms the flows found in a 
previous case study (Guéguin et al., 2006). In both hemispheres, adding the strength of the 
temporal response to AM: in general the PAC shows the best response to AM noises, and 
provides inputs for SAC, T1Post, PT, Insula and then BA22. The direct or indirect 
connections found using electrical stimulation between PAC and T1Post, and between PAC 
and BA22 (Brugge et al., 2003; Howard et al., 2000) are thus corroborated. There is 
evidence for an important role of the Heschl sulcus (area Sulcus) at MFs of 8 and 16 Hz, 
where a strong response to AM was recorded and input at these MFs was found to stem 
from this area before propagating to surrounding areas. This transition area may still be 
primary-like and receive subcortical inputs but some additional data on other subjects is 
required. The role of left SAC at MFs of 8 and 16 Hz is important, despite the fact that 
activity propagating from SAC to PAC for these MFs in the left hemisphere remains 
counterintuitive. One possible explanation stems from the anatomical localization of the 
leads and the controversy about the delimitation between PAC and SAC: in our study, the 
lateral part of Heschl’s Gyrus was considered as SAC, including the area Te1.2 described in 
(Morosan et al., 2001) as a transition area between PAC and SAC. Te1.2 likely overlaps 
with the anterior lateral area (ALA) considered by Wallace et al. (Wallace et al., 2002) as 
non-primary. In any case, some activity might be originating in a very lateral portion of 
Heschl’s Gyrus for MFs 8 and 16 Hz and might then propagate through a lateral-medial 
axis.  
Over all MFs, few inputs were found between SAC and T1Post, whereas a flow from 
SAC to BA22 and from the PAC to PT were often found in both hemispheres. Albeit not 
the strongest, we observed clear responses of secondary and associative areas to AM, 
consistent with (Giraud et al., 2000; Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004). 
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Hierarchical and parallel organizations 
 
Anatomical studies of the auditory cortex in humans and other primates provided 
evidence of a hierarchical organization of auditory processing, in which core areas (primary 
auditory cortex in humans) receive direct input from the thalamus and then provide input to 
one or several surrounding belts (secondary and associated auditory areas) (Hackett et al., 
1998; Kaas et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2005; Pandya, 1995; Tardif et al., 2001). Several studies 
showed evidence that primary auditory areas are mainly responding to simple tones as well 
as a large range of AM, providing an “image” representation of sounds, while secondary 
and associative auditory areas and even prefrontal areas provide integration of the spectro-
temporal representation stemming from the primary cortex to analyze more complex 
sounds (see a general review in (Ehret, 1997)). Moreover, these latter areas are implicitly 
considered to be involved in sound analysis following the processing in the primary 
auditory cortex, leading to a hierarchical processing in the auditory cortex (Hall et al., 
2002; Hutsler et al., 1996; Mesulam et al., 1994; Wessinger et al., 2001). 
However, this hierarchical processing cannot be proven by functional imagery from a 
causal point of view while the temporal resolution of such techniques remains low (about 1 
s).  
The hierarchy found here with EEG signals is clearly not a straightforward chain of 
analysis. The scheme “PAC-SAC-BA22” seems to replicate over all MFs and hemispheres. 
However, the PT, T1Post and Insula are involved in somewhat independent stages of sound 
processing, not being part of a clear chain of successive activations with other areas. A kind 
of parallel processing appears here, reinforcing the conclusions of (Guéguin et al., 2006; 
Inui et al., 2006). In this latter MEG study using click stimulation, the authors found flows 
running postero-superiorly (from PAC to SAC then PT and T1Post) and anteriorly (PAC-
SAC-BA22). 
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These results have important implications in language processing, showing for instance 
that there may be a strong implication that secondary and associative areas are involved in 
speech analysis even in the right hemisphere. Our results also show that the good temporal 
resolution of PAC and Insula above 16 Hz is not maintained in secondary and associative 
areas, and likely prevents these latter areas from having an important role in the 
decomposition of all sound features, e.g., fast changes. Consistently, Fishman et al. found 
that recordings in PT did not show significant phase-locked activity in response to 
dissonant chords contrary to those in Heschl’s gyrus (Fishman et al., 2001). Thus, if belt 
and parabelt areas receive most of their inputs from primary cortex, their abilities regarding 
the integration, analysis and categorization (Lewis et al., 2005) of a wide range of complex 
sounds, including fast temporal changes, may depend on a coding of primary cortex for fast 
temporal changes. Consequently, secondary and associative areas may play an important 
role in the integration of language over the syllabic rate, which is about 3-4 Hz. 
Possible codes for temporal processing 
A new result stemming from the larger database compared to (Guéguin et al., 2006) 
relates to the similarities between propagation graphs and response levels between MFs 
(Fig. 7): we are able to clearly distinguish at least four types of envelope processing, as a 
function of the MFs: below 8 Hz, between 8 and 16 Hz, between 32 and 64 Hz, above 64 
Hz.  
The response of the auditory cortex to the MF of 4 Hz is very different from that to any 
other MF in both hemispheres. One explanation is that the background activity around 4 Hz 
is very strong and provokes high variability in the measures. However, we might also argue 
that temporal variations are so slow that they do require a very different code, or no code at 
all, associated to perception of tempos, rhythms or syllabic rate. For instance, long memory 
integration and long time constants are required if all oscillations at MF 4 Hz are to be 
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processed globally through a rate analysis and not as distinct and separated sounds. Yet, we 
strongly think that sounds that are amplitude modulated at 4 Hz are not seen as temporally 
distinct sounds since the onset component superimposed in the first oscillation is never 
strong in the second oscillation and is undetectable in the third and fourth oscillations. 
In contrast, global SNRs at MFs of 8 and 16 Hz are quite similar in each hemisphere 
(Fig. 4ab). This is also the case for MFs of 32 and 64 Hz. These two groups of MFs may 
generate some different psychological perceptions that could explain the difference in brain 
processing between them. MFs of 32 and 64 Hz may also correspond to a limit emphasized 
in several animal studies between a phase-locking code for low MFs and a firing-rate code 
for MFs above 30-50 Hz (Bieser et al., 1996; Eggermont, 1991; Eggermont, 1994; Gaese et 
al., 1995; Gleich et al., 1995; Heil et al., 1995; Liang et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2004; Lu et al., 
2001a; Lu et al., 2001b; Moller et al., 1986; Rees et al., 1987; Rhode, 1994; Rhode et al., 
1994; Schreiner et al., 1986; Schreiner et al., 1988; Wang et al., 2003). The processing at 
MF 128Hz seemed unclear but was definitely different from the processing at MFs 32 and 
64 Hz. Even if our sampling of MFs is very limited and so does not allow the drawing of 
solid conclusions, it suggests the existence of more different temporal codes than 
previously thought. TMTFs obtained from EEG were mostly similar to those obtained from 
neural spikes in anesthetized cats (Eggermont et al., 1995). Thus there is clearly a need for 
further studies in awake animals investigating the relationship between the spatial 
processing extracted from EEG and the different neural codes (synchronization rate, firing 
rate) putatively used by neurons to process the temporal envelope. 
One must also notice that generally, the propagation scheme is very clear in the right 
hemisphere for most MFs: a high activity from the PAC, propagated to second auditory 
areas then to associate areas. In contrast, the propagation scheme is less organized in the 
left hemisphere (Fig. 8), showing less reproducible patterns between MFs and less 
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conformation with the schemes expected from anatomical knowledge in primates (core 
areas towards belt then parabelt areas (Hackett et al., 1998; Kaas et al., 2000)). This new 
result is apparently not in agreement with the generally well-accepted scheme in favor of a 
more complex temporal processing in the left hemisphere. However, we see a possible 
explanation to this controversial finding: feedback and bidirectional propagation would be 
more developed in the left hemisphere, leading to less clear propagation patterns. The 
higher proportion of significant causality coefficients and their higher average in the right 
hemisphere bolsters this hypothesis (see Connectivity between auditory areas section). This 
hypothesis would also be consistent with the larger volume of white-matter found in the left 
hemisphere in the Heschl Gyrus and the Posterior temporal lobe, associated with a more 
complex network of connections (Zatorre et al., 2002). 
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Figures and legends 
 
Fig. 1 (color): Areas of the human cortex (left hemisphere here) showing an activity in 
response to amplitude modulated white noise. Part of the frontal lobe has been removed. 
 
Fig. 2: Signal-to-noise ratio estimate of the oscillating activity of lead P4 (PAC) of subject 
M in response to amplitude modulated (AM) white noise at modulation frequency (MF) 16 
Hz: )(ˆ fCγ  is the basic estimate of the Power Spectral Density from stationary parts of the 
local field potentials (LFPs) (dash rectangle, left box), ˆ( )fγ  is a denoised estimation 
(cross-spectrum of the LFPs). The background activity is estimated by ˆ ( )N fγ , the Power 
Spectrum Density (PSD) of LFPs from which Auditory Evoked Potential was removed. 0f  
is the frequency of the peak nearest to the MF in ˆ( )fγ . The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
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associated with the response to AM (5.25 dB) is the 10Log10 value of )(ˆ 0fγ  (52.2 μV²) 
over )(ˆ 0fNγ  (15.6 μV²). 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Connectivity between two neuron groups. An ARX model is estimated from two 
stationary parts of the responses (dash rectangle) of two Auditory Evoked Potentials 
(AEPs) extracted from the SEEG recordings at two sites (H3 and H6, subject M) in 
response to white amplitude modulated noise (here Modulation Frequency (MF) 16 Hz). 
The order of the ARX model is chosen such that the Power Spectrum Density (PSD) 
obtained from the ARX model fits the PSD obtained using  the periodogram. Both PSDs for 
H3 and H6 are normalized by their maximum value. Then the directed coherence (DCOH) 
is computed in both directions from H3 to H6 and from H6 to H3. The DCOH values at the 
MF (16 Hz) quantify the causality link in both directions. Here, a strong causality occurs 
from lead H6 in the Sulcus to lead H3 in the PAC at 16 Hz. 
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Fig. 4: (a,b) Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for each lead compared between areas (marks and 
thin gray columns) and grouped by Modulation Frequency (MF) (large columns) in (a) left 
and (b) right hemispheres. The average SNR for each area and MF is indicated by a black 
thick rectangle. (c) The average SNR is also displayed for each area and both hemispheres. 
Corresponding sort ranks for these means among all areas are reported for (d) left and (e) 
right hemispheres, grouped by MF. Rank 1 corresponds to the area showing the highest 
average SNR among the six or seven areas, rank 6 (d) or 7 (e) corresponds to the lowest 
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average SNR. Means separated by less than 1 dB were considered to be equal and grouped 
within a brace. 
 
 
Hemisphere Right 
MF 16 Hz  32 Hz 
Areas PAC SAC T1Post BA22 PT Sulcus Insula  PAC SAC T1Post BA22 PT Sulcus Insula 
PAC - 0.72 0.58 0.61 0.74 0.22 0.56  - 0.85 0.58 0.80 0.81 0.68 0.55 
SAC 0.44 - - 0.68 0.56 0.32 0.53  0.31 - - 0.65 0.53 0.67 0.40 
T1Post 0.35 - - - - - 0.30  0.34 - - - - - 0.26 
BA22 0.44 0.48 - - 0.50 0.34 0.35  0.27 0.41 - - 0.42 0.49 0.20 
PT 0.27 0.47 - 0.28 - 0.26 0.18  0.25 0.58 - 0.45 - 0.62 0.31 
Sulcus 0.92 0.81 - 0.89 0.87 - 0.81  0.48 0.28 - 0.33 0.46 - 0.11 
Insula 0.60 0.47 0.57 0.80 0.83 0.54 -  0.59 0.85 0.69 0.87 0.77 0.87 - 
                
Hemisphere Left  
MF 16 Hz  32 Hz  
Areas PAC SAC T1Post BA22 PT Insula  PAC SAC T1Post BA22 PT Insula 
PAC - 0.51 0.58 0.57 0.64 0.63  - 0.60 0.67 0.67 0.63 0.59 
SAC 0.71 - 0.57 0.62 0.69 -  0.50 - 0.48 0.64 0.48 - 
T1Post 0.55 0.52 - 0.77 - 0.41  0.33 0.59 - 0.71 - 0.44 
BA22 0.60 0.69 0.40 - - 0.20  0.37 0.53 0.48 - - 0.43 
PT 0.31 0.15 - - - -  0.33 0.37 - - - - 
Insula 0.36 - 0.27 0.28 - -  0.50 - 0.68 0.66 - - 
 
Table 1: Means of Directed Coherence (DCOH) values from an area in row to an area in 
column  for Modulation Frequencies (MFs) 16 and 32 Hz in each hemisphere. Bold values 
are causality relations significantly higher than reciprocal relations. A dash indicates a pair 
of areas not simultaneously implanted. 
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Fig. 5: Graph of the significant causality coefficients of table 1 for Modulation Frequencies 
(MFs) 16 Hz and 32 Hz in the right hemisphere. Thicknesses of arrows illustrate the 
strength of information flow associated with temporal envelope processing between two 
auditory areas. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6: Distribution of the causality coefficients between two areas for all areas and 
Modulation Frequencies (MFs) available. Significant coefficients are emphasized. Above 
0.7, causality coefficients are always significant. 
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Fig. 7: Hierarchical clustering on (a) Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) between leads of the 
same auditory areas, in response to Amplitude Modulation (AM); (b) connectivity graphs 
during AM, grouped by Modulation Frequency (MF) and hemisphere. We have emphasized 
noteworthy aggregates in light gray. Each configuration is named with MF and hemisphere 
(L for left, R for right). For example, 32R denotes the set of responses or the graph 
observed for MF 32 Hz in the right hemisphere. 
 
 
 
Fig. 8: Amplitude and propagation of response to temporal envelope for Modulation 
Frequencies (MFs) 4 to 128 Hz in both hemispheres of the human auditory cortex. For 
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amplitude of response to AM: the thickness of the oval around an area varies in an opposite 
way as the mean of the ranks for each MF shown in Fig. 4cd; when ranks are different from 
more than one between the two MFs gathered, the two levels are represented (the smallest 
oval being in dashed line) and the MF noticed next to the ovals is associated to the biggest 
oval. For graph connectivity: the width of the arrow representing the causality coefficients 
like those given in table 1 reveals either the significant causality coefficient for the MF (MF 
is then noted next to the arrow) or the mean of the significant causality coefficients for each 
MF if two MFs are grouped together. 
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Fig. 9: Schemes of temporal envelope processing revealed by the three electrodes T, H and 
P implanted in the right hemisphere of subject M. Amplitudes are reported for each lead. 
Causality coefficients are calculated between the set of leads in the rectangles the same way 
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than between two areas, each one being seen as one area (methods section). Two sub-areas 
are so distinguished in PAC and PT areas. 
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